WHITE PAPER

LEVERAGING ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE & MACHINE LEARNING
IN CREDIT RISK MANAGEMENT

Overview
In recent times, the traditional Credit Risk
Management (CRM) function of financial
institutions (FIs) has been under intense
pressure to deal with the seemingly
insurmountable external and internal
forces. Couple of key contributors to such
external forces are increased regulations
and the foray of established technology
companies and new FinTechs that are
disrupting the FIs’ traditional credit lending
market.
Today, regulators expect FIs to take a
more proactive approach in dealing with
credit risk. For example, IFRS9 standards1
have specified that FIs regularly review
the methodology and assumptions for
estimating their expected credit losses.
In addition, it is expected as a part of
regulations such as Basel IV2 for FIs to
reduce their over-reliance on external
credit rating agencies for credit and
counterparty risk management.
Pure technology companies and new
FinTechs are now venturing into the
lending business with new age technology
capabilities. For e.g., Google, Amazon,
Facebook and Apple in developed markets
and Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent in Chinese
markets are leveraging big data and other
new-age technology capabilities such as
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML). This is being done in order
to simplify their credit lending decisions
and effectively manage their credit risk;
and in turn capture significant portion of
traditional FIs lending businesses.

the credit losses, the sales function on
the other hand is primarily focused on
increasing revenue and tapping into new
customer segments. Alas, FIs’ existing CRM
systems are unable to provide an optimal
solution for these two divergent goals.

Internal pressure to FIs’ credit risk function
arises from the growing customer
expectations for a streamlined and hasslefree credit lending mechanism, and the
demand from business to increase profit
and keep a check on the non-performing
assets.

To overcome the aforementioned
challenges, it has now become
imperative for FIs to transform their
CRM function and leverage new-age
technologies such as AI and ML.

Customers are aggrieved that their FIs’
traditional credit lending systems and
processes take substantial time to assess
their credit risk and make the lending
decisions. While FIs have adopted many
new non-traditional digital channels,
processes and credit products; their
CRM function has remained inefficient.
Additionally, for customers with little or
no credit history, it is a challenge for FIs to
assess their credit risk and to decide the
optimum pricing for such customers.

As per Deloitte Global Risk Management
Survey 20183, 19% and 25% of the
respondents stated that their firm has
been using cognitive analytics and
ML respectively for risk management.
Respondents also highlighted that these
emerging technologies would help
increase operational efficiency and reduce
error rates (68%), enhance risk analysis and
detection (67%), enhance timely reporting
(60%), improve the scope and coverage of
risk management (via exception handling
vs. sample testing) (60%) and reduce costs
(45%).

FIs have also been grappling with the
tug-of-war between their CRM and the
sales functions. While the FIs’ CRM function
remain focused on keeping a check on

Clearly then, there is significant enthusiasm
and appreciation from the market towards
leveraging AI/ML based solutions in firms’
risk management functions.

Use Cases for effective CRM using AI/ML across the credit lending value chain
Value Chain Stage

AI/ML Use Case
Pre-qualification: Pre-qualifying the customers for loan products
based on 3rd party / alternate data, such as: a) occupation (salaried/selfemployed); b) income related data (indicative from other data sources if
not directly available); c) address data (profiling locality from open source
real-estate websites)

Value Proposition
• C
 an help pre-qualify thin-file
customers (i.e. customers with
limited data with the FI and the
credit bureau)

E.g.: Project Blue Sky by Yes Bank4
Loan application and processing:

Origination

•

AI/ML can help automatically classify the documents that the borrower
has submitted and alert the documents collection team in case of
discrepancies

•

Natural Language Processing (NLP) powered chatbots can aid
contextual conversations with customers - based on the customer’s
profile and the product applied for

• E nsures an optimized and
complete document collection
process
• S treamlined and expedited
loan application and
processing

• A
 I/ML based virtual advisors that understand customers queries and
instantly provide well-informed responses

• L ess handoffs in the document
submission process

•

• F actors that may strongly
impact the risk rating
but has not been directly
declared by the customer
in the application, can be
automatically extracted from
the documents

Support automatic extraction of relevant details from the documents
using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and Intelligent Character
Recognition (ICR)

E.g.: RHB Bank has implemented chatbots in the initial stage of loan
application to make it easier and to ensure completeness of the
application5
Credit scoring and decision:

• I n addition to structured data (such as transaction and payment history),
• Reduced credit lending risk
ML and NLP capabilities can leverage real-time intelligence from various
other external and internal unstructured/semi-structured data sources
(such as credit bureaus, social media activity, mobile phone usage, text
message activity, spending behavior, 3rd party data providers etc.) to
enable segmented creditworthiness assessment and precise credit risk
scores

Underwriting

• L everage various alternative data sources to assess the willingness
and ability to repay and thereby generate credit scores for potentially
creditworthy borrowers, for whom credit scores cannot be otherwise
generated through traditional methods. As such potential borrower lack
sufficient historical credit information to be “scorable”

• E nhancements in the level of
credit access

E.g.: Companies such as ZestFinance and Experian are implementing
AI powered underwriting solutions on alternate data sources to assess
borrowers’ lending ability6
Loan pricing: ML based optimization algorithms can help FIs arrive at
optimal loan pricing for a customer – by assessing multiple dimensions
such as: a) customer attributes, b) products offered, c) competitiveness in
the market, d) credit limits, e) ROI hurdles, f ) business targets and budgets

• Enhanced profitability
• Enhanced customer
satisfaction

E.g.: Lending Club prices the loan at the time of application7
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Value Chain Stage

AI/ML Use Case
Macro credit risk and revenue assessment & modeling:
•

L everage ML based support vector machines to model and assess
credit risk and revenue, and precisely predict potential scenarios

•

 pply generalized classification and regression trees (CART) to a very
A
large dataset to build credit risk models

•

L everage traditional credit factors such as debt-to-income ratios, and
make use of vast amounts of internal & external data, to assess many
other factors such as transactional data, liquidity ratio, loan/trade
credit payment behavior, social media data, geographical information,
consumer data etc

Value Proposition
•

I mproved credit risk and
revenue assessment

•

S ignificant reduction in credit
losses

E.g.: Experian has developed risk and revenue assessment systems for
lending decisions8
Credit default prediction:
• ML
 backed credit default prediction models that can enable more
accurate and instant credit decisions
• S olution can automatically use much broader range of data sources including business networks and news

Loan Administration/
Management &
Reporting

• S olution’s algorithms can also be leveraged to improve Early Warning
Systems (EWS) and for providing mitigation recommendations, based
upon the previous responses
E.g.: ING’s EWS system analyzes multiple sources, predicts the credit risk of
customers, and helps in taking proactive actions to prevent losses9
Issue identification and action recommendation:
• A
 id in tracking of performance at an account and portfolio level and
create early warning systems for proactive decision making

• Predict credit risks proactively

• M
 L based self-learning algorithms to predict the risks based on various
factors, which affect the risk of the portfolio

• M
 odify business strategy onthe-go to align with the target
financial results

• F ed with historic data on how specific risks were mitigated, ML
algorithms can prompt the risk analysts about actions that are
recommended for predicted risks

•

Sophisticated reporting: By leveraging ML backed robotic and cognitive
automation capabilities

• P
 roactive and highly insightful
reporting

Exhibit 1: AI/ML use cases for effective CRM
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E nable streamlined and
fast-tracked decision-making
process and emulation of best
practices for issue resolution

Adopting AI/ML in CRM: Key Considerations
For AI/ML adoption within their CRM
function, FIs should take an end-to-end

approach – one in which the AI/ML
capabilities are entrenched across all of the

phases of a customer’s journey (right from
the acquisition stage).

Data Architecture – Need to be flexible and scalable with capability to ingest high volume and velocity of data
Determine
Acquisition Risk

Manage Exposure

Track Performance

Collections Risk
Management

Portfolio
Management

Exhibit 2: Key considerations for enabling AI/ML based CRM solution
• D
 ata architecture: FIs need to take
a long-term view vis-à-vis their CRM
data architecture. Towards this, they
should consider implementing a

flexible data layer that can scale-up as
needed. Afterall, the AI/ML based CRM
solution that the FI plans to implement
should be able to seamlessly ingest all

of the required data – including the
unstructured ones. Additionally, FIs need
to institute robust data governance
mechanism and tools.
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It is desirable that the FIs’ data architecture possess the following capabilities:
Flexible Data Exploration

Regulatory Validation Layer

NLP
Engine

Data Sources
Bank’s internal data
Alternate data from
partners
Credit bureau data

Data Anomaly Detection

To-be
ingested
datasets

Data
regulations
Extracted sensitive data
elements

Model
monitoring
output
Self-service portal to
add/remove data
based on catalogued
data

Auto-comparison engine
to filter out sensitive data
elements for use in CRM

Rule based
data
quality check
to spot
defects

Identify
elements
destabilizing
AI/ML models

A platform to decide on
the data elements to be
ingested based on these
models

Feature Creation Platform

Automated feature
creation from the
ingested data

Creation of a Feature
Store with features
created across the
institution

An interactive platform
to select the features with
high business relevancy
and information value

Exhibit 3: CRM solution data architecture components
1.	Flexible data exploration: Over and
above the traditional data sources,
solution should be able to leverage
alternate data such as customer
spending behavior, utility bill
payments, rental payments, savings
and investment pattern etc. in the
credit risk models. Further, using a
combination of AI and rule-based
algorithms, the system should be able
to automatically catalogue the data into
various categories - domain, quality
level, lineage, source etc. Consequently,
this would allow the ML algorithms
to find cross-domain relationships
across datasets. Additionally, visual
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representation of the data cataloguing
and domain relationships is desirable.
2.	Regulatory validations: Solution
should be able to automatically
recognize and catalog the data elements
that are potentially sensitive – visà-vis privacy and other compliance
mandates. Towards this, solution’s robust
NLP capability should be extensively
leveraged to extract sensitive data
elements from regulatory and other
concerned documents. Post such
validations, the data elements that are
not sensitive can be ingested into the
CRM models.

3.	Data anomaly detection: The data
being considered should be passed
through an ML based anomaly detection
layer – that can potentially spot and
react to data defects. Defects can be
with respect to attributes such as data
completeness, outliers, nonstandard
data and various other data quality
issues. Care should be taken to ensure
that there is no overfitting of data, which
destabilizes the models, and introduces
bias. Also, enabling a feedback loop
from the model-monitoring platform
into the anomaly detection layer is
recommended.
4.	Feature creation platform: An easy to
use interactive platform can be provided
to combine data elements and create
relevant features for considering in
the models. Companies like Alteryx
are addressing this by applying Deep
Feature Synthesis10 to extract predictive
features from a dataset. Feature Store
could also be implemented that
would house all the features for future
reference. Further, an automated
feature selection mechanism can be
implemented to explore the features in
the store and identify relevant ones for
the CRM purpose.

• C
 RM at individual customer level: FIs’
AI/ML based CRM solution should be
able to look beyond the traditional CRM
approach of evaluating creditworthiness

Determine
Acquisition Risk

Customer
microsegmentation

Build ML
based
acquisition
scorecard

of a new customer solely based on
conventional information such as
occupation, customer type, credit
bureau scores etc. Instead, the solution

Manage
Exposure
Autoassessment of
systemic and
reputation risk

ML based
loan pricing
optimization

should be able to thoroughly consider
the following aspects – both at the time
of onboarding and on ongoing basis –
as relevant.

Track
Performance

Build
automated
EWS

Collections Risk
Management

ML based risk
simulator to
track EWS

Customer
segmentation

Early
identification
of self-cure &
non-self-cure
customers
using ML

Exhibit 4: Key CRM considerations at customer level risk
1.	Determine acquisition risk: Before
assessing the risk of a new customer, FI
should focus on creating homogeneous
groups of customers with similar
demographic attributes and behavioral
pattern from an ability to pay back
perspective. Towards this, the solution
should utilize a blend of ML techniques
such as clustering and decision tree
to analyze the loss experience by
key attributes of the customer. A
multivariate approach can be followed
to create sharper customer risk profiles
and identify customer segments with
similar characteristics.
	Further, the developed customer risk
profiles, and the past performance
(vis-à-vis various financial transactions),
should be leveraged to develop

predictive risk models and enable risk
scores that capture the acquisition risk
of the given customer. The acquisition
risk scorecard can be prepared using
classification methods such as logistic
regression, decision trees, neural
networks, or an ensemble.
2.	Manage exposure: FIs’ AI/ML based
CRM solution should be capable of
leveraging an overlay of risk factors on
the credit product recommendation
model for customer. Solution should
be capable of understanding and
identifying the inherent products
risk, and the ones which should
be automatically factored in while
recommending a particular credit
product to a customer.

	Further, once the solution has
determined the product to be offered,
it should leverage a robust AI/ML based
risk-based pricing and optimization
model to arrive at the optimal product
pricing aspects (credit line, collateral
value, interest rate) for a given
customer. To devise a risk averse pricing
strategy, the solution should take into
consideration outputs from various
other models such as price sensitivity,
loan-to-value, propensity to churn etc.
3.	Track performance: FIs should leverage
AI/ML capabilities to enables early
warning system (EWS) to proactively
and timely predict credit default. Refer
exhibit 5 for the key CRM performance
tracking components.
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Data Sources
Internal Data
Customer profile

Data Collation and
Transformation
Collation of
information from
multiple sources

Product specific data

Monthly performance
data

Ingesting unstructured
data using NLP,
Sentiment Analysis,
etc.

External Data
Market intelligence
data (Bloomberg,
Reuters etc.)

Identify Linkages using
AI-based Graph
Technology and create
customer level
information

Adverse media

External macro data
(extracted from
reliable sources)

Creation of derived
features with business
relevance

Analytics Engine

AI/ML & advanced analytics based early-risk identification solution

Customer Profiling
• Create groups based on business logic and loss rates
• Identify attributes that are associated with the loss rates
* To consider a blend of parameters (demographics, income source,
business sector, and educational qualifications).

Identify EWS Triggers
• Identify the potential signals from a business and statistical
perspective
• Consider qualitative factors in the model
* Statistical analysis to look at hit ratio, significance in
multivariate analysis, selectivity and results of back testing, etc.
Forecasting
• Use statistical methods to baseline the performance of each
profile
• Forecast future loss rates of each profile on a monthly and
yearly basis
* Analyze the average time between the occurrence of triggers &
defaults so as to rank triggers by relevance.

Early Warning
System
Automated system/
dashboard to:
• Generate deep
insights on
predicted default
population.
• Send out early
alerts on
deterioration in
borrower’s
performance.
• Drill down to
understand root
cause.

Create a simulation
tool to optimize
acquisition strategy in
order to minimize year
end loss.

Exhibit 5: CRM performance tracking components
4.	Collections risk management: FIs
should work towards implementing
AI/ML based next-gen collections
management system. Such a system
should enable: a) ML based customer
segmentation b) early identification of
self-cure and non-self-cure customers.
	Using such a system, FIs will be able to
classify customers into microsegments,
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thereby enabling more targeted
recovery interventions. For example,
if a customer is identified as a regularforgetter, collections efforts can be
minimal such as sending him a text
message. For other segments that have
more severe ramification, more detailed
intervention would be needed. Further
the ML based system would help classify

customers as self-cure and non-self-cure
customers. FIs can then invest additional
collections effort on such non-self-cure
customers as predicted by the system.
This approach would help FIs achieve
higher rate of recovery from their riskier
customers.

• C
 RM at loan portfolio level: In addition
to proactively assessing and tracking the
credit risk at each individual loan level,
system should also be able to proactively
track and manage the credit risk at a
loan portfolio level. Towards this, FIs’ AI/
ML based solution should automatically

	It is recommended that FIs enable an
interactive model designing platform
that can utilize the abovementioned
data to understand the portfolio level
credit issues. Refer exhibit 6 for the key
CRM considerations at portfolio level.

consider credit risk rating change,
historic default and loss experience of
FI’s own credit portfolio, credit market
data from the rating agencies, market
observed credit spread data and other
relevant internal and external structured
and unstructured data.

Portfolio Level Exposure Management

Portfolio Risk Management

Portfolio Risk Reporting

Data driven models to assess likely
profitability / losses

Independent sub-systems using supervised ML
Probability
of default

Exposure at
default

Loss given
default

Expected Loss

Profitability Score



Loss, delinquency and bankruptcy
forecasts.



Sophisticated portfolio level riskdashboards; graph based causal analysis.



Sentiment analytics from published policy
meetings, reliable news articles, official
public statements, economists’ predictions
etc.



Automated root-cause analysis of portfolio
losses / rising delinquency levels.



Drill down views into actionable insights
on the causes.



Automated report creation on risk levels
(current and forecasted).



Flexible report creation functionalities to
aid in regulatory, audit & senior
management reporting.




* Automated preparation of alternate benchmark
models, model tuning, model performance validation,
back-testing and ongoing model monitoring

ML based simulation of portfolio impact
based on industry / macro inputs.
Strategy change considerations – vis-à-vis
product pricing, customer segment mix,
business geographies etc.

Exhibit 6: CRM portfolio management considerations
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Conclusion
AI and ML technologies can play a key
role in improving the CRM function
for an FI. Hence, FIs should actively
consider leveraging these new-age
technologies, and importantly adopt a
strategic and phased approach towards its
implementation. Those that do would reap
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immense benefits.
For example, subprime auto lender
“Prestige Financial Services”, in partnership
with ZestFinance (a leading AI company)
implemented the industry’s first fully
explainable ML model to predict borrower

risk. The solution has helped Prestige
in achieving 36% rise in new applicants
resulting in a 14% more approval rate.
Within six months of implementing the AIbased credit underwriting model, Prestige
was able to double its lending volume
without added portfolio risk.11
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